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9:15 3. JDSF Operational Updates 
 

10:15 Depart for Field Tour Portion of Meeting 
11:15 4. 16 Gulch: Unit B (Selection and VR), Unit A (Selection),  

5. Regeneration examples: 2008 burn area (example of a type conversion), 
Waterfall Gulch THP post-harvest regeneration (group selection unit)   
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0910: Meeting Start 
 
GH: Call to order. Roll call. 
 
Ex parte Communications: GH had a conversation with KC about communications with the public. 
 
GH: We need a motion to approve the minutes from the previous meeting. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
GH: The motion carries. I would like to turn this over to JDSF. Is Kevin going to handle this? 
 
KC: We have a number of updates today. We will start with Jason. 
 
Timber Sales 
 
JS: PG&E powerline timberland sale is a slow-moving process. They started three weeks ago and the 
project is going to last about a year. They have two different sides working. You will see them working 
along Highway 20. 

CB: Are they shipping logs? Do they have their own LTO? 

JS: Yes. I know that Atlas is doing the tree falling and skidding. I don’t know who is going to do the 
loading and shipping yet. They are just decking now and will ship in the future. 

AW: So far do you think they are doing a good job? 

JS: Yes, it is very difficult work. It is a very specialized activity. They are working around powerlines. 
When I go to the side, I have to sign in and follow totally different procedures. 

RS: What are they doing with the slash? 

JS: Chipping and masticating 

JA: Are they going beyond their right-of-way (ROW)? 

JS: We did a little bit beyond the ROW. Sometimes the ROW would be a 100 feet from Highway 20 so we 
would bump the mastication up to the Highway to cover that area. 

CB: Normally the ROW is the center of the line then extends on either side of the line? Is there a 
standard or is it variable? That is for high voltage transmission lines. 

JS: I forget the exact standard—100 feet? We did an exemption, not a THP. 

Review of minutes from the August 3, 2021 JAG Meeting. Motion to approve by ? 
and second by Amy Wynn 
Yes:  Unanimous 
Yes, with Comment(s):  N/A 
No:  N/A 
Other:  



KC: Any other question for Jason. Lynn will give the research update 

Research and Demonstration 

LW: I also went over a lot of information during the last meeting. I won’t repeat that. Chris Surfleet just 
published a paper on Caspar III Experiment regarding roads (Hydrologic and suspended sediment effects 
of forest roads using field and DHSVM modelling studies: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foreco.2021.119632). 
That paper is available and validates the practice of moving roads uplope to improve watershed 
conditions. We are getting close to operations in October with takachar. If you are interested in bio-
char, we will do a tour. I know people are interested in interfacing. It will be tricky to work that out. Let 
me know if you are interested. I will start a mailing list for anyone interested in seeing those operations. 
They will be using slash from timber sales and chipping that material. We are proceeding with the 23 
Gulch reforestation experiment. We have anecdotal evidence how coast redwood responds to 
competition based on observational studies. This experiment will have a more rigorous experiment with 
replication and there will be some herbicide treatments in 23 Gulch. Any more questions on research? 

CS: I am definitely interested in the bio-char. 

KC: You were going to mention CLFA? 

LW: In terms of outreach: We are working on social media. We are going to do our CLFA tour in October. 
Liz and I are also going to resume our walks in the woods in Caspar. We will try to do that in September 
to educate the public about research in the forest within the Caspar watershed. Barring Covid, HSU will 
also be resuming their field tours down here. It is exciting to have the silviculture students see first-hand 
theory and practice. 

RS: Is there any opportunity to invite the Forest Landowners of California and the Consulting Foresters 
Association to the CLFA tour? 

LW: I don’t see why not. We haven’t done a forest landowners tour for at least a decade. I’m seeing 
nods from the extension folks, and probably nods from the CLFA folks too. That would be great to focus 
on another tour with them. 

RS: Who is the contact for Forest Landowners of California (FLOC)? 

KC: I would contact Larry Camp. 

RS: I will forward the information about the tour to Larry. 

LW—I will assess preliminary interest from local groups. We may need to schedule another tour at a 
different time especially if people are traveling from different locations or have different mobilities. We 
need to be sure that we are addressing tour attendee’s needs. 

RS: Do you want to contact Larry directly? 

LW: Yes.  

GH: I have information at home if you need that. 

ZJ: I think it is Claire McAdams out of Humboldt County (contact for FLOC). 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foreco.2021.119632


GH: Yes. 

KC: Lynn--are you going to talk about the Barred Owl? 

LW: The other thing that we have is an interim study. There is a BADO telemetry study long desired by 
CDFW and others. This is just the results for JDSF. It includes work on adjacent lands as well—which is 
really important for a wildlife study because territories overlap numerous boundaries and do not 
conform to our concept of ownership. [Displaying Barred Owl telemetry map] We have here 2020 and 
2021. I should probably let Robert Douglas talk too. When I got here 20 years ago, we had one pair of 
BADOs down at the Woodlands. This is a real issue that is happening regionally. 

RD: [Referring to map] On JDSF there are approximately 16 Barred Owl (BADO) territories, mostly pairs. 
This map shows home-ranges by year—2020 and 2021—for individual territories. There is a more 
detailed map based on individual radioed birds, broken down by sex. This map shows the home-ranges 
condensed by pairs for individual territories. This year there were at least 11 BADO nests. Some nests 
produced triplets, most produced twins, and a few produced singles. At least 25 young were fledged 
from BADO nests on JDSF this year. This is happening all over NW CA. Researchers from University of 
Wisconsin-Madison are interested in tracking where those individual BADOs are going. They are 
following them remotely using GPS-tags as they leave their natal territories and travel long distances 
before setting up a new territory somewhere else. Satellite tracking technology has greatly improved 
our ability to track this aspect of a species life-history compared to analog radios like we did 15 years 
ago. Traditionally, studying dispersal was done by collecting recovery information from banded birds (a 
bird banded as fledgling and recaptured live as an adult). You would have to band a lot of birds to get 
enough information to evaluate dispersal. Whitney Watson has 23 birds that are tagged on JDSF, MRC, 
and State Parks and will be following the birds for the next year. 

JA: What are we looking at on the map? Green and orange polygons. 

RD: Those are adult home-ranges by year. The researchers radioed adult BADOs to help find nesting 
locations, which will enable finding young for GPS-tagging at a later date. BADO nests are difficult to find 
compared to Northern Spotted Owls (NSO). 

LW: Orange represents 2020 and green represents 2021. 

MJ: Do you know what is going on in the upper right? 

RD: [a small disjunct polygon on the map near Dresser Grove]. I think this small polygon is based on a 
number of locations of where the radioed bird was detected. There is an underlying dataset of locations 
for these birds that contribute to home-range size and polygon shape. A small, isolated polygon—
disjunct from the larger home-range polygon—may be based on a few or just one detection. It is an 
artifact of how the statistics are calculated for the home-range polygon. 

RS: How does that overlap with NSO activity centers. 

RD: Historically, JDSF has around 25 NSO territories. Most of the BDOW home-ranges overlap all of these 
NSO territories. In 2021, there was only a single NSO pair confirmed and about total of five areas with 
NSO detections. It is interesting that it exists in a narrow space in between the home-range boundaries 
of two BADOs to the west and east. 



GH: If anyone has questions about owls or other wildlife on JDSF, please be sure to contact Robert. 

 

Roads & Recreation 

RH:  We are finishing up decommissioning 1 mile of road in the James Creek watershed. Road 200 will be 
getting new culverts on the northern end this fall—on the road that connects to the Waterfall Grove and 
the Boys and Girls Club. We contracted with the California Geological Survey to design two large 
crossings. PWA will design one large crossing on Chamberlain Creek. We are making progress 
decommissioning streamside roads and upgrading to current standards. In the recreation realm: Camp 
One is closed due to operation of the Redtail THP. As a result. The campgrounds at Big River and Dunlap 
have increased use. The Recreation Task Force (RTF) will be meeting on September 7th at the JDSF office 
in the garage bay. Eric would like to give a slide show on planning. We will put out press releases about 
this event. We also hosted the IBIS mountain biking event was successful on the westside in Caspar and 
the Woodlands. On the eastside, the North American Trail Ride Conference held an event on 
Chamberlain and James Creek that was also successful. 

GH: Robert Horvat is going to be retiring this fall. I really appreciate the work he has done. If you look at 
the roads on JDSF—we appreciate the work he has done to create and maintain a well-functioning road 
system. 

RS: How does the road decommission fit in with trails? 

RH: In the management plan, we give consideration to decommissioning roads by attempting to 
maintain them as trails if possible. Like the ones we do in James Creek, they are heavily used by 
equestrians. We took out two large crossings and I received several phone calls saying they need to use 
those crossing, put them back in. We couldn’t do that, but we were able to invest about 60 hours in 
creating a trail bypass trail for these equestrians. It all worked out.  

AW: After our last field tour for the THPs we were talking about Old Berry and removing culverts to 
make the crossing less steep. You can strike my previous comments as a JAG member to make some of 
those areas less steep because most people, other than myself, like the steepness. 

RH: Yes, that is challenging when we have Class II stream crossing, they tend to be large and steep—but 
passable. By today’s standard, more crossings would have been pulled and left steeper. To make them 
less steep, you have to remove more dirt and find a place to put it.  

AW: Temporary closure: Before Caspar 500 was closed for timber operations we worked on a highly 
nuance plan of rolling closures with JDSF and the LTO to minimize impacts to the recreationists. Now 
that the entirety of the area is paused, is there a way to minimize the closure while the operational plan 
is being worked on? Is there a way to open up areas that are currently closed until operations begin 
again. 

CS: I have had these conservations with people about areas such as Road 600 and the lower end it 
where several trails tie in together. It’s outside of the THP but it could theoretically have logging 
equipment down there. 



KC: Because this area is part of active timber sale, operations can resume at any time. We have to keep 
the area close because we don’t know exactly when and where we will be operating if operations 
resume. To open and reclose the area is difficult to communicate to the public. To those that are 
respecting the closure—I apologize our choreography did not work to minimize the impact. We are still 
committed to the project. We have a purchaser that owns the right to perform the project for us. We 
have mutually agreed to temporarily pause the project but it could resume at any time so we will 
maintain the closure for public health and safety. And we need to keep this in place for public safety 
reasons. We realize it is a big impact on those who are abiding by the closure. 

AW: The closure is because: if operations begin, we don’t know when and where operations will 
resume? When operations begin, do you think we can revisit the highly nuance choreography of rolling 
closures? 

KC: Yes, that will be a possibility as long as we can ensure we have an operational plan and guarantee 
that the closure can be maintained. Right now we cannot guarantee public safety under the current 
circumstances. The choreography is a partnership between the operator and members of the 
community. When that falls apart, we cannot choreograph operations. If we are unable to guarantee the 
safety of the operator and the public, we have to leave the closure in effect. Public safety has to be our 
primary concern. 

AW: Thank you very much for the recreation manager at JDSF for the bypass trail at the scales. The 
Mendocino Coast Cyclists has finished about a third of the reroute of the Linquist Loop (LL) area. 
Because part of the area is under closure, is there any consideration to open the upper third of the 
Lindquist Loop?  

KC: I will let Robert Horvat answer that. 

RH: I’m sure there is consideration for that. Eric is taking the lead on that 

AW: Maybe the JAG could make a recommendation to have Eric open the upper third of LL? It will help 
relieve some of the pressure. And there is no logging proposed in that area. 

LW: Eric and I discussed that and there was one operational concern that we might be able to work out. 

P-DS: I can say as a recreational user, I think that allowing access on Road 600 could be easily 
accomplished. Shutting down Road 600 is a simple matter that could occur in just a few hours with 
proper signage.  It is important to have something for the public since many of these people are from 
out of town and don’t receive communications about closures. 

KC: We would like to partially open portions of the area. Until we know the operational plan, we need to 
continue the closure we put in place.  

P-DS: We will really need to balance those concerns with opening the ground and the impact it has on 
the public. 

KC: The current situation disappoints us as well. This has had an impact on recreation and all of the 
planning that went into this. We will continue to reevaluate and have conversations with recreation 
folks and discuss this issue with the operator and Jason. We appreciate your suggestion on this matter. 



CS: Given that Amy and I spent a lot of time planning the choreography of the closures, how can we 
ensure that we can move forward with this? If we need to revisit the planning with a new LTO—when 
the time is right, perhaps we can work on the choreography of trail openings and closures around 
operations. I would be happy to make a trip up here to do that. 

GH: I want to recognize Robert H. for seeing to it that recreation is compatible with timber harvesting 
activities. I think he has done a good job of that. 

RH: It is part of our mandate. 

CS: Erik Wahl will be taking on your responsibility when you retire? 

RH: Yes. 

AW: I want to echo GH about this. We have found that working with JDSF staff to maintain, enhance, 
and create new trails has been a very good and productive relationship. We used to ride on the lands of 
other timberland owners. We had conversations with them about improving trails on their lands, which 
had some difficulties. We have found that working with JDSF recreation staff has been conducive for 
building new trails, converting roads to trails, and maintaining existing trails. We might have bumps here 
and there, but we have a really good working relationship with JDSF and we are pleased to have 
developed that relationship with you. Thank you. 

 

Budget & Government-to-Government consultations 

KC: There has not been many advances in the government-to-government negotiations since our last 
meeting. We have continued to exchange information with the Coyote Valley Tribe. The Coyote Valley 
Tribe has been engaging with the Natural Resources Agency—the agency under which CAL FIRE exists.  
They have been communicating directly with their tribal liaison. We expect the topic to be JDSF, which 
continue to be of high interest to them. For now, they are talking directly to the Natural Resources 
Agency and not CAL FIRE. We are still in discussion with the Sherwood Valley Tribe about how and 
where to bury artifacts that were unearthed during the curb realignment at Camp 20 by CalTrans. We 
are expecting by the end of this year or the early next year to have a plan to rebury those artifacts that 
respect their needs. Budget: George had asked me for some budget information and there has been 
several California Public Records Act (CPRA) requests for budget information. I will walk you through a 
high-level overview. We will get into more detail at our fall JAG meeting. 

AW: I have a question about the tribes. Are the tribes distributing this information to their membership 
about the status of the government-to-government meetings? When I return from a JAG meeting I try to 
send out an update to the mountain bike community—which is our membership. I was wondering if the 
tribes do that for their membership? 

KC: I don’t know how those communications work within the tribes. I’m sure it’s different for each tribe. 
We have two levels of communications: One is the protection of cultural resources on the property, 
which we hold in confidence. I’m not sure if the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) knows about 
that or how that information is distributed to other members of the tribe. The second part is for uses of 
the property that might be culturally important such as the collection of plant materials and food 



sources. I don’t know how the tribes hold confidential information. I know that CAL FIRE holds that info 
in confidence 

KC: Budget: The top table is our current year budget plan. Down in the bottom right is the $9 million 
represents what is allocated to all the State Demonstration Forests by the state legislature. Even though 
we have our own funds that we generate in an account ,we are limited to what we can spend on a yearly 
basis by what is provided to us in the budget. On the left these are all of the forest that have budget. 
You can see that JDSF has a little over 3 million for personnel costs and $1.5 million operating costs 
(facilities, research, fuel breaks outside of timber sales, vehicles, stand-alone road projects, 
rehabilitation of the Little Red School). Let me draw your attention to the Mountain Home line. Normally 
they are operating expenses are about $80,000. They burned in the Castle Fire and that is why you see 
$500,000 allocated to them for a reforestation project. Generally, JDSF is the largest program by 
personnel, operating expenses, and revenue. That is glimpse of where those funds are going. The last 
row under operating expenses is the program budget. That is where I load all of the additional funds up 
to our budget cap. These funds roll over but this is what we dip into for special projects. The rest of the 
page is the Fund Condition Report. This is how the legislature looks at our budgeting year over year. The 
top line is our beginning balance—that is what is in the reserve account at the beginning of the year. Our 
timber sale revenue and recreation revenue is adding to that to support operations in the next year. As 
you can see, we have about a one year’s reserve of our budget. The three lines underneath are revenue 
from the sale of natural resources—the timber sales from the entire program from 2019-2022 covering 
all forests. We have JDSF broken down on subsequent pages. Under the total resources, expenditures, 
and adjustments, you can see even though we allocated $9 million to the budget— which was fairly 
stable over the past few years—we only spent $7 million; so $2 million was rolled over into our reserve 
account.  Last year we spent $8.7 million. We spend between $7.5 and $8.5 million annually as a 
program. The 300,000 you see are the accelerated pension payments that Governor Brown announced 
several years ago. It comes out of the General Fund for many people; but when you have a special fund 
we are expected to pay our full share. The next line $151,000 to $812,000—that is our share of state 
operating expenses. We pay to maintain other state agencies that support both CAL FIRE or our 
personnel needs. The next two pages are the JDSF expenditures and revenues year over year from 2020 
to 2011. These tables are from the annual plans that show revenues and expenses. Personnel costs are a 
substantial piece of our budget that has increased roughly 5% per year. We are still not fully staffed with 
what we were fully given in 2008 to complete the vision of the JDSF Management Plan. We still have 8 
or 9 positions that are unfilled that we were hoping to fill. When we talk about some of the things we 
are not addressing well—part of that is we have a vision to complete the organizational chart but are 
not operating at full staff. The last few fire seasons we pay base salaries for employees assigned to 
incidents, not the overtime. When you are spending 20% of your time supporting more of the Statewide 
Mission, that take 20% away from the JDSF mission. 

CS: So you are not reimbursed for staff time spent fighting fires? 

KC: No. It’s just their base salaries. Those are always charged to account you exist at.   

CS: What is your fiscal year (FY)? 

KC: Our FY July 1 to June 30. 

ZJ: What are the personnel allocated to?  



KC: If you turn the page, you can see the organization chart. One last thing: the revenue from the timber 
sales doesn’t represent the whole value of the timber being removed. We ask our timber sale 
purchasers to do a lot of work for us. Robert mentioned we are doing a lot of road upgrades, trail 
upgrades, reforestation, fuel breaks, and odd ball things like—fly a bridge on a yarder down to a crossing 
along a trail system to keep sediment out of a watercourse and leave the trail in place. We spend 
through our revenue as well. When you look at what we are investing in our operating expenses—the 
1.5 million—that does not represent the entire investment in our forest. We are spending and doing a 
lot through our timber sales. 

CB: Those number don’t show up here. It’s hard to quantify. 

RS: It should be quantifiable. 

KC: It is quantifiable. The information isn’t in these tables. 

RS: One of the things that we have talk about is that JDSF is doing forest management that includes 
timber management, but there is a lot of other non-timber management activities. I’m wondering if you 
can take your operating budget and break it down in terms of what the investments are in the non-
timber values and timber management activities. This is so the public and the JAG can see—for 
example—well 200K or 500K was invested in recreation this year. This is so the public can get a sense of 
the investment in the non-timber part of your forest management. 

KC: We don’t have that information readily available, but we can provide that information in the future. 

CS: It would be nice to see the breakdown of activities for individual timber sale contracts after they 
were completed at future JAG meetings.  

KC: Probably at the next JAG meeting we could look through this year’s and last year’s sales and provide 
a breakdown of what activities were completed as part of timber sales. 

AW: It would be helpful to get this type of information in print and broken down by THPs. 

JS: It’s not difficult, but it will be an estimate since we don’t do the work. The contractor does but we 
can ask them for that information. This year alone we sold about a 1 million worth of work outside of 
logging. 

KC: From the personnel side you can see how we invest money in personnel. Each of those columns 
represent the programs at they currently exist: timber sales, research and demonstration, and 
recreation. 

LW: The cost represents the cost to government, not necessarily what we take home. 

GH: Who sits down and comes up with a budget for JDSF? 

KC: I work with the Forest Manager on the individual budget. We don’t have flexibility with personnel 
costs (those are fixed), but we have flexibility, on other projects like bridge projects for example. We will 
space projects out across the different state forests. 

GH: So the legislature has the final say in the budget? 



KC: The legislature sets the cap of what we can spend annually. Our own account, that is self-funded, 
also dictates what we can spend. If we don’t have what is allocated to us by the legislature, we can only 
spend what we have. Right now, we have about a year of operating revenue in a reserve account, which 
is more than we have been allocated to spend. 

GH: What is the role of the BOF? 

KC: The BOF sets policy and provide guidance on how things get done, but they don’t control the funding 
for how things are done. The first two paragraphs of the Manual of State Funds states money made on 
the state forest can only be used for the management of the state forest. This limits the ability of other 
people to dip into these funds. However, we can accept donations.  

DS: In terms of revenue, are carbon offsets a viable form of revenue? 

KC: We cannot sale carbon credits. Because of our mandate as a research and demonstration forest we 
don’t want to constrain our activities that might go along with selling credits if we could do that. 

DS: Are you doing any research on carbon sequestration on the forest? 

KC: Most of what we have is in the incipient stage right now. There is a need for us to understand what 
the carbon implications of our current management is—because we haven’t quantified things well in the 
past. And, if carbon is your objective, what management approaches are available to sequester more 
carbon? 

DS: What about the communication director that has been vacant? Isn’t this a priority? One could 
always consider a temporary contract to fulfill that need. 

KC: The JAG at the last meeting made a recommendation to the BOF to fund a position to improve 
communications with the public as to what JDSF plans for the forest. We still have those limitations on 
personnel, but we are looking at a two-year contract with the UC Cooperative Extension to provide that 
expertise. This will give time to decide how to move forward on this issue. 

AW: As a JAG member we are super excited about this development. Thank you to the BOF for 
considering and acting on our letter; and the JAG staff and UC Extension for working on this issue and 
providing feedback. 

GH: Are there any other questions about the management of JDSF? 

ZJ: carbon question: What if you went down the road of getting carbon credits: What happens if a fire 
occurs and burns up all of the timber, like Mountain Home? Does the state or landowner have to pay 
that back? 

KC: I’m not an expert on this—I know there is an insurance risk pool when you sell these credits so you 
don’t get the full value of the project. 

DT: When you do a carbon project, 20% of the project is put into buffer pool credits for reversals and 
invalidations—which a fire is an example. This ensures the state as whole has enough carbon to cover 
the program. 

AW: Some of these topics are very detailed. In trying to educate ourselves and the public, it would be 
helpful to have some focus sessions on specialized topics like this. 



MJ: We need to bring back the Redwood Science Symposium. This could be a workshop. 

CS: I would second that especially on carbon. A lot of us know a little about it, not a lot of us know a lot 
about it. I think that bringing in other landowners like RFFI and TCF—that have carbon as part of their 
portfolio—could help us better understand management questions surrounding carbon. This is not an 
insignificant part of their budget. This will likely become more important over time. 

LW: I have talked with researchers that have some interesting perspectives on carbon and how we could 
get ahead of the curve on this issue. 

GH: Any other questions? 

RS: I looked over the Gulch 16 THP. I thought it was very well-written, but it would be nice to have a 
chart of trees per acre being harvested by dbh. It would be helpful if we knew the number of trees by 
size class and could see the number of trees proposed for harvest. 

KC: Currently we have the pre-harvest information; however, until marking is 100% complete, we will 
not know exactly all of the trees proposed for harvest.  

JA: Does JDSF tally mark the trees by size class? 

KC: Yes. 

LW: In addition to seeing the THP there are other topics that can be covered while we are out there. 
Particularly, examining areas of regeneration. If there is an interest in examining areas of past projects 
near the Gulch 16 area, we can modify the agenda to accommodate the interest of the JAG.  

Drive to Gulch 16 THP from Camp 19 (Maguire’s Pond) 

GH: We traveled through three different ownerships all of the same site index. Notice the difference in 
the management and the intensity of invasive species such as French broom along the road. The 
landowner, Soper-Wheeler, has spent a lot of effort treating the broom such that it has been 
significantly reduced compared to 15 years ago. 

JA: The area (driving in from Maguire’s Pond) has been replanted with redwood and is an example of 
restored forest from converted pastureland. 

Unit B—southside selection 

JS: Gulch 16 THP is a mixed conifer stand that was put under plan multiple times and restarted. There 
are different treatment areas: selection (southside) and variable retention (northside). This is a 90 to 
100 year-old stand that was burned in 2008. This unit (Unit B) is single tree selection and will be 
harvested to 120 sq. ft./acre. The plan is to harvest 2/3 of the trees less than 18”(capture the mortality), 
a third of trees 18-28”, and about half the trees 30-45”. 

LW: This is largely an even-aged stand. The larger trees you see behind you have conk and disease in 
them and are not growing as fast as the younger trees. The silviculture is designed to introduce different 
age classes of conifer into the stand. This stand is pretty much one layer and we are trying to introduce 
more diversity of tree age classes. Treating tanoak less than 20”; we will not be treating madrone or 
chinquapin. The smaller tanoak are not the ones producing acorns. We had a copious acorn crop in 



2009, one year following the 2008 Indian Fire. We have this lawn of young tanoak in the understory. We 
will still have a strong presence of tanoak in the understory until Sudden Oak Death (SOD) gets here.  

P: What do you mean by “treating”? What are you treating with? 

LW: We will be conducting a frill treatment of tanoak with imazapyr?    

P: Do you ever come out here with people to pull out the sprouts in the first two years when they are 
small. 

LW: Most of these tanoak are resprouts, which are difficult to pull.  

P: No—once they get 3 or 4 years old, you can’t pull them out of the ground. But in the first two years 
you can pull straight out of the ground by hand. 

CB: I think she is saying they are resprouts. 

LW; Yes—in theory—in 2011— we could have brought out hundreds of people to pull out acorn-
germinated sprouts. It was a seed crop in 2009, they germinated in 2010 and 2011. 

P: Oh—it was from 2011. 

JS: Any more questions? 

GH: How did this stand originate. 

LW: This area was logged by the Caspar Logging Company and they moved east. They typically burned 
before they logged, particularly in the steam-donkey era. They would then fall the primary forest and 
subsequently burn again to facilitate removal of the downed wood. In this area, not only were the old-
growth redwoods logged but so were the old-growth tanoak for tanbark. You won’t see many old-
growth tanoak out here.  

P: Measure V in Mendocino County prohibits application of herbicide and leaving standing dead trees. 
How does JDSF reconcile itself with Measure V in Mendocino County?  

LW: Measure V does not prohibit herbicide application—it prohibits standing dead trees. If we decided 
to girdle these trees, which some landowners have done, we would still not be in compliance with 
Measure V. Our lawyers stated that Measure V does not apply to the state forest. The problem with 
Measure V: it creates complications for landowners that would like to reestablish redwood. One of the 
issues is that if you fall the tanoak during your harvest, it is very difficult to get back into to the area to 
treat the sprouts. One of the treatments we are trying to demonstrate is fall the tanoak but leave a high 
stump, then return at a later date to treat the burl with herbicide, if we can get the timing right. 

P: Doesn’t it make sense to fall the tanoak first then return to treat the stump so people don’t 
mistakenly burn the firewood? 

LW: We carefully sort through our firewood. There were allegations that JDSF was selling firewood that 
was tainted—that was not true. You saw the decks of firewood that we decided not to include in the 
sale because there was a possibility that herbicide treated wood may have been incorporated into the 
deck. It is our policy not to include herbicide treated wood in a firewood sale. 



P: How come you don’t mark the trees that will be treated with herbicide like you mark trees for roads 
and timber harvest? 

LW: We only sell firewood from decks. If we were marking trees in the woods that would be for 
someone poaching firewood. 

P: That should be a regulation? If you treat a tree with imazapyr, it should be marked. 

LW: That is your opinion. I’m picking up that you have concerns about herbicides. 

P: Just asking—doesn’t it make sense to mark trees so people know they have been treated? 

LW: First of all, they will be evident—the trees will die, which happens very quickly. 

JA: Didn’t you say that all of the trees being sold for firewood would be decked on the road? So marking 
trees out here—none of treated trees here are available as firewood?  

JS: Nothing is going to get treated in the tractor ground; it is all in the cable grounds and at least 100 feet 
from road 310 and 330. Most of the firewood comes from the road construction and is not associated 
with herbicide treatment. There is plenty firewood coming from the roadway that is not treated with 
herbicide. 

KC: Herbicide trees are very evident to people because they should see hack marks associated with the 
frill treatment. 

P: What about people out here collecting acorns from those trees. 

LW: I’m glad you asked that question. There are two season we treat tanoak: One is in the early spring-- 
those trees will be dead by summer. The other time we treat is in the late fall—those trees will be dead 
in the spring before acorns set. 

KC: Again, it is very apparent that the trees are visibly hacked and dead. 

AW: When do the acorns come out? 

LW: Tanoak flowers in the spring and acorns take two seasons to develop. 

KC: Our self-imposed limitations of the < 24 inches ensures that most of the mast producing tanoak 
trees are not subject to herbicide treatment. Those trees will be retained. 

LW: The wildlife will continue to have acorns in these stands. We are happy to work with people who 
would like to collect acorns. I know herbicides are scary to a lot of people but we use them in a careful 
and targeted manner. It is an important demonstration to see what the treatment is all about, which 
may help demystify some of the concerns around herbicide use. 

AW: For the active community that is protection focused, is there an opportunity to have community 
members come out here to pull out tanoak by hand? 

KC: It would be difficult. The purpose of us killing the tanoak is to control the density of the tanoak 
relative to the conifer species. The treatments have a tight timeline. The objective is to not eradicate 
tanoak but rather allow other species to compete with themselves in the stand. It would be difficult to 
rely on volunteer labor to perform this function on an industrial scale. 



AW: I seem to recall that we had developed a working group in Mendocino County regarding Measure V. 

LW: There were two demonstration projects examining these questions: 1) There was a demonstration 
to see if turkey tails slowed tanoak regrowth—not very promising. 2) And there was a study with Pascal 
Berrill assessing how much impact tanoak had on redwood sprouts using various treatment methods. 
Mechanical treatment worked at releasing redwood sprouts, but the legacy of tanoak sprouts is kicked 
down the road in the future. Herbicide treatment releases redwood sprouts and deals with the tanoak 
density issue in the future and there is less disturbance. Any type of competition slowed down the 
growth of conifers (Published in Forest Science: Development of Redwood Regeneration after Conifer 
Partial Harvest and Hardwood Management: https://doi.org/10.1093/forsci/fxaa031). The study in 23 
Gulch is going to examine redwood sprouts 3 to 5 to 10 years old following an experimental design: 
mechanical vs herbicide vs no treatment. 

LP: Sudden Oak Death (SOD) and tanoak are on their way out. Will they be here for another 50 or 100 
years? What research is being done to protect tanoak? 

LW: We are not conducting any formal research on SOD. There used to be some interest and funding fpr 
this but now there is no money to study SOD and the management options available for large 
landscapes. One option is to have less tanoak that is well-spaced. 

MJ: What we are looking at is a functional extinction, not a true extinction event. There is a lot of tanoak 
and genetic diversity. You’ll see 90-99% of the tanoak die from a mortality event. But there are residual 
populations left, which will resprout and develop resistance. The problem is that there about 5 species 
that get SOD; but there are over 200 species that are hosts of the pathogen and get the ramorum blight. 
Thus, there is little option to eliminate it from a watershed. There is no management solution other than 
removing host material. Maybe you can reduce the tanoak density, protect the trees that are here, or 
reduce the conditions that are favorable for the pathogen. It’s already here. There is no money available 
to study this any longer and there is no interest in studying it anymore. SOD is incredibly difficult to 
control. There are two strains—we the North American strain in CA and the EU-1 strain in Oregon, which 
is way worse than what we have here. They just found the EU-1 strain in Del Norte. Now there is 
continuity among these two strains of SOD which could expand the possibility for spread. We don’t 
know what that means for our ecosystems but if it acts the way it does in the PNW it will have a more 
damaging effect than what we are currently experiencing here.  Hopefully this development will help 
reinvigorate the research funding to better understand how we can manage the pathogen in these 
forest systems. 

KC: We do apply best management practices (BMP) in areas where we have SOD so we don’t encourage 
the spread of this pathogen. We work with our contractors to reduce the spread. 

MJ: The problem is it is a very good invader—it’s a water mold so it has motile zoospores that moves in 
water column. It is seen in watercourses but the mortality is on the ridgetops. It is incredibly difficult to 
control. This is accomplished by lateral transfer. The pathogen moves up the hill by rain splash, other 
organisms, and people. Locations where significant mortality has been observed are areas that are 
highly recreated by mountain bikers and hikers. State and National Parks were some of the first places 
with significant SOD mortality associated with recreation. 

https://doi.org/10.1093/forsci/fxaa031


GH: What did this stand look like before it was initially logged? What was here before they logged? I 
don’t see a lot of well-established redwood clumps.  

LW: We believe that the ridgetops were a little more open; but we think that overall this area had a 
mixed of Douglas-fir (DF), redwood, and tanoak. 

GW: To me this looks like the DF is not doing well and is nearing the end of its life. 

JS: There is a lot of conk here. 

CB: Are the snags we see are due to the fire? 

LW: The fire also brought in beetles which took out some of the larger DF. 

CB: What does the re-entry period here? 

JS: 20-25 years. We can now move to the VR section. 

 

Unit B (top of VR area) 

JS: We want to see how the regeneration responds compared to some of the other treatments 

JA: Do you think you will need to plant DF? 

CB: You can see that the 2008 burn reinvigorated the huckleberry and tanoak in the understory. This is 
something to consider. 

LW: One of the patterns of the 2008 wildfire that would be different from prescribed burns: The 2008 
wildfire was a backing fire with periodic runs uphill from the riparian areas below—where there was fuel 
with the right weather conditions. Less than 10% of the 2008 fire was high intensity.  

GH: The JAG has continually raised questions about the application of variable retention (VR) 
silviculture. I think this is a discussion we need to have because this area is going to look very different 
after harvest.  

AW: Can you describe the silviculture types? 

LW: You can break it up into uneven-aged and even-aged management: Uneven-aged management is 
typically selection. The scale of the opening can be from one tree to a group up to 2.5 acres. When you 
see clearings larger, it would be even-aged management, which includes VR. In these stands we would 
leave trees or clusters of trees for structure for multiple reasons including wildlife habitat. In essence, 
VR is a start over method to reestablish conifer at a site. 

AW: What is variable about the VR silviculture? 

JA: Under the Forest Practice Rules, depending on the size of the unit that you are harvesting will 
determine the size of the retention. Thus, if your unit is larger, your retention will be larger—dispersed 
or aggregate retention.  

AW: So the size or amount of the acreage retained is dependent upon the size of the proposed 
silviculture. 



CS: Why do you think you need to reset this area? 

JS: Because we don’t have another age class of conifer coming in and the area contains a heavy amount 
of brush. There will still be tanoak in this stand post-harvest. 

P: Isn’t this too steep to log? 

JS: No. 

LW: That’s why we are cable logging this area. 

P: What about the soil getting into the stream? 

JS: You have to waterbar it. 

P: You can’t waterbar it when it is too steep. 

JS: Yes you can. 

KC: There is no ground-based equipment used. He is talking about water-barring the cable roads by 
hand. 

GH: My impression is that huckleberry is often related to fire. I would guess that this was related to 
activities predating Caspar Lumber Company.  We need to have consideration of soil and slash material 
in the forest because it contributes to soil humus.  It is where the soil develops and is an important part 
of nutrient cycling in the forest. It’s also important to discuss the VR prescription here and why it is 
being done. 

LW: One of the benefits of the frill treatments is creating dead shade. It reduces the water competition 
but also provides shade for seedlings so they have more soil moisture, which improves survival during 
summer dry season. We will try to get in here soon after the tanoak are high-stumped to treat with 
herbicide. We want the stem to be viable to translocate the herbicide. If we miss this window, we will 
have to perform a foliar treatment at a later date. 

MJ: How is the efficacy of translocation if there are no photosynthetic stems? Don’t you want to give the 
tanoak some time to let basal sprouts grow to conduct a follow-up treatments. 

LW: That is the alternative. 

GH: When I have treated tanoak stumps, it is effective if it is completed at the right time of year.  

MJ: You have less than a week to conduct a stump treatment. Application of herbicide on stump 
treatment need to occur in a very short time to kill the burls and root system otherwise the herbicide 
will not be translocated to these tissues and the treated stump will resprout. Phloem backflow into the 
root system after cutting has a very small window of opportunity for herbicide treatment—only a couple 
of hours. 

LW: You have to get the timing right. 

 



LW: Stand history—steam donkey area, unregulated logging era—tractor era. This area was too young at 
the time of the unregulated era. Everything to the east of this area was harvest in the unregulated era. 

 

 Unit A 

LW: Rolling ridgetops: most people expect ridgetops to be dry. This ridge has more moisture and better 
site index compared to some other areas lower on the slope. The normal dogma is that rolling ridgetops 
are the driest. These areas have interesting geology that have more water than you would expect and 
deeper soils. 

JS: We will look at the sample mark here that is the same selection silviculture retaining 120 sq. ft per 
acre post-harvest. 

GH: Also note that we have several through cuts up here from the railroad line that was here in the past. 

JS: The harvest prescription is to promote regeneration and a new cohort of trees. The criteria are to 
harvest: 1/3 of the trees less than 30” dbh; 2/3 of the trees 30-48” dbh. No trees > 48 are proposed for 
harvest.  

DS: I don’s see any 48” dbh trees. Are they down further in the creek? And I don’t see many of the 30 to 
48” size class trees so I’m surprised you are taking 2/3 of them. The public would have questions about 
that. 

JS: If we cut a little bit, we will get sprouts. There would be so much overstory left that the lack of light 
would suppress the age-class representing the new cohort. 

LW: The big picture: this is area is part of the matrix. Areas where older forest is being maintained, 
management would be focus on harvesting only the smaller trees. Here, we are leaving a third of the 
middle size categories and harvesting 2/3 to make room for the smaller size classes to grow into the 
larger size classes. We would like to manage this area into perpetuity. This is a general part of the forest. 
We know we don’t have that many big trees out here so we are leaving big trees by design. This harvest 
is distinct from managing the area as an older forest structure zone, which is outlined for a third of JDSF.  
We are not managing this area to turn it into late-seral forest. 

DS: Yes, the third of the forest has that designation. 

LW: We haven’t always been clear on communicating these long-term objectives and I think that has led 
to some confusion with the public. There is nothing that precludes us from stepping back from the 
manage plan and shifting some of our long-term objectives that would change what we do in the short-
term. 

GH: Dan, that was a good question. Thank you. 

LW: For the areas on the south facing slope, I’m more concerned about the survival of regenerating 
redwood. This area will be treated with herbicide and the standing dead tanoak with create some dead 
shade which will help ameliorate conditions so the redwood can survive and grow.  

JA: If this is a matrix stand, why is there a diameter limit on the proposed harvest?  



LW: The forester noticed there wasn’t a lot of old growth or trees in the largest size classes in the 
project area.  

JS: Other constraints on harvest are the presence or potential presence of pre-historic cultural 
resources. 

JA: Down in the bottom of the unit there is a proposal to deal with some old roads. 

RH: We are hoping to get a grant to decommission the old road in the bottom of Gulch 16. 

AW: Is there going to be any interaction with the tribes for this plan?  

JS: Yes. 

CB: What is being done with tanoak in the selection unit? 

LW: High stump and treat with herbicide on the cable zone. 

JS: It would be nice to cut the tanoak in here and make it available for firewood. 

JA: Is the plan to frill the tanoak?  

LW: The VR unit boundary is out to the intersection. Below the side ridge is the most difficult area to be 
reforested. This area is accessible from the 3 different directions and are ideal for creating a fuel break. 
It makes sense to ensure this area is defensible. 

JA: We have seen a number of fires in standing dead tanoak. Outside of a wind-driven fire, we have seen 
areas where the base of the tanoak are burned, but the rest of the dead tree did not burn or become a 
crown fire. The fire remained on the ground and snaked through the understory of stand, only scorching 
the bases of the trees. The Lodge and Mendocino Lightning Complex fires had areas that were burned 
post-frill treatment. 

DS: Do the dead trees and slash promote fire or add to the fire intensity? 

LW: There are always trade-off and risks when you treat areas. 

JA: Areas where you have a concern about putting a lot of dead material on the ground and potentially 
increasing the fire risk, you can limit your treatments to small areas of the forest so that you maintain 
zones of defensible space. 

AW: I am changing the subject a little bit: The Redwood Forest Foundation interacts with the tribes 
about collecting acorns. Is there general interest from the tribes in this area for conducting acorn 
harvests? 

KC: Coyote Valley Tribe has expressed interest in identifying areas for harvesting acorns. 

JA: In areas that have already been tanoak—rocky and south facing—is there something in the 
management plan that identifies these areas for management of cultural resources like acorns. 

KC: Tanoak 24” dbh and greater will be retained which will help maintain areas for harvesting acorns. 

GH: To me, this area is moisture stressed because of the tanoak competition. We need to recognize this 
situation even if we are not going to do anything about it. This is a better site than it appears to be. The 



site index here is influenced by the presence of tanoak. If the tanoak is controlled, it will improve the 
site productivity of the area.  Also notice there is very little to no old growth stumps in the area. The lack 
of stumps is likely due to the repeated burning that occurred after harvesting the primary forest. The 
area was likely repeatedly burned after logging to graze livestock to feed people working in the mills and 
logging camps. 

LW: Kirk did call out the pockets of young DF. There was logging out here in 1943. He was postulating 
another fire in the forties. There was also Camp 20. Before and after Caspar Lumbar Company, there 
appears to be a fair amount of fire out here. 

P: I was out in the Enchanted Meadow with a Native American who picked 150 little tanoaks by hand in 
an hour. Wouldn’t it make sense to get some people out here to pull tanoak seedlings by hand? 

GH: I’m sure that’s how things were controlled out here—with repeated fire. 

AW: A lot of us volunteer for many activities and causes we are interested in. Maybe you and your 
friends could come out here and volunteer to pull them?  

P: No, I think people should be paid to pull them. Are you kidding me? You can’t pull them after the 
seedlings are three years old. 

LW: Yes, once tanoak forms burls, it’s very difficult to pull them by hand. 

CS: On this plan, we have 20 acres of VR used in the THP. What is the limit on the use of even-aged 
silviculture in the management plan? 

LW: 1000 acres per decade or as needed for regenerations 

JS: We count the use of VR towards the 1000 acres of even-aged management totals per decade. 

LW: This is a method we are employing as a stand reset, but retains structure for wildlife values. 

GH: Is there any further discussion on this. I would like to entertain a motion. We are an advisory group 
to advise on this THP.  Motion:  

JA: Propose that this THP is in compliance with the management plan 

 

 

 

 

 

GH: All signify in compliance say “Aye”; any opposed? (Silence). The motion carries.  

 

 

 

Propose that the THP is in compliance with the management plan. Motion to 
approve by John Andersen and second by Chris Blencowe 
Yes:  Unanimous 
Yes, with Comment(s):  N/A 
No:  N/A 
Other:  



2008 Indian Fire area—Example of passive recovery following wildfire 

LW: This was a stand replacing fire at this location. We have lots of regeneration. If you want to restore 
the conifer, you need to replant in the first two years following fire because of competition from brush. 

JA: This is an example of what fire ecologists would call a type conversion 

LW: We don’t clearly know what the trajectory of the stand will be because it depends on climate, fire 
return interval, and other disturbance events. In some areas of the Gulch 16 THP that burned in the 
2008 Mendocino Lightning Complex fires we are dealing with a similar response in the vegetation but 
would like to reestablish conifer. We are considering using chainsaws to clear out some brush in areas to 
reestablish some conifer and leaving a similar sized block untreated as a reference. The demonstration 
area (active management) is 16 acres and the unmanaged area (no management) is also 16 acres. 

MJ: I would like to burn the treatment areas. You can masticate part of this to expand the fire lines. 

RD: One of things you get when a stand burns are snags, which attracts insects and acorn 
woodpeckers—primary cavity excavators. Cavities attract birds, like our largest swallow—the purple 
martin—a neotropical migrant. What you hear at this site sound like young of year purple martins that 
fledged earlier this year. Purple martins breed in areas that have snags or snag top trees with cavities 
that overlook the landscape. They forage on flying insects. 

AW: So you don’t want this area to get back to conifer? 

RD: This is a representative sample area for an early-seral forest that was reset by fire.  What you get 
with this disturbance event is habitat is diversity on the landscape. If you don’t have diversity in your 
stand types, you will not get other biological diversity—plants and animals. This is a perfect example of 
what disturbance events do in creating opportunities for different vegetation types and snags. It would 
be nice if we also had some hard snags out here though. 

LP: Why wouldn’t you want to keep this area as is? All day long how many birds have you heard? I know 
you heard pileated woodpecker and red-breasted nuthatch. 

RD: Brown creeper, chestnut-backed chickadee, Hutton’s vireo, hairy woodpecker. 

MJ: Heterogeneity is an important aspect in biological diversity. But how much of this area has been 
colonized by invasive specie? 

LW: This is one of the few parts of the forest that we have been able to demonstrate invasive weed 
control.  

GH: Some things else that can be done here is create snags by girdling. I know we have DF trees with 
conk marked to cut. Those trees could be marked for girdling instead. The snags you see here are small 
and will not be around much longer. They will keep falling over until eventually we will not have any 
purple martin using this area for breeding. I am big advocate for turning conky trees into snags. 

CB: You mentioned hard snags? 

RD: That would be a redwood snag—something that has higher residence time than fir or tanoak snags. 



GH: Back in the 1940-1970s we were fixated on how bad snags were because of the fire hazard. There 
was a campaign that propagandized snags to the point where people were cutting them all down. 
Unfortunately, there were a lot of redwood snags that were cut down that were not posing a problem. 
This mindset still persists in forestry and we need to change that. Yes, there are safety issues we need to 
deal with at times. However, judgment needs to be exercised in assessing the need to cut down every 
snag. Creating redwood snags is a good thing because we have standing culls that can be recruited as 
snags, which would improve the productivity of the site as well as create wildlife habitat. 

 

Water Gulch—treated in 2013, logged in 2015.  

LW: This was the first group selection with a site preparation demonstration under the new 
management plan. One of the issues you have to think about when designing harvest groups is how you 
will harvest in future entries without damaging the regeneration from the previous harvest. The RPF 
planned this harvest with the idea for accommodating successive entries in the future addressing the 
concern about stand damage and regeneration. Half the units were treated with herbicide and the other 
units were manually treated using chainsaws. The openings were less than 2.5 acres. Herbicide was 
more cost-efficient and effective than the mechanical treatment. The area was treated with herbicide in 
2013. We examined redwood regeneration in the group openings.  

CB: The slash cover does provide for soil moisture retention that has an ameliorating effect on the 
seedlings, especially during the summer stress period. 

AW: Where slash is absent, there is broom. Why no slash on the road (to keep the broom down)?  

JA: You don’t want cover your roads in slash. You need to maintain your roads for access and in case of 
fire. 

LW: The planned re-entry period is every 20 years. 

GH: Group openings result in more age diversity.  Notice that DF over there with a scar? They can get 
sunburned. 

CB: See here these young redwoods are suppressed but show little response after it was daylighted 
following harvest. It initially grew in the understory and was habituated to low light conditions. It is not 
responding well to the increased sunlight following the harvest. Cutting trees like this will often result in 
having sprouts vigorously return. 

GH: At our last meeting there was a motion to recommend a Native American representative on the 
JAG. That recommendation was made by Charlie Schneider. He talked with Kevin about it. The 
suggestion is to bring it to the JAG and the BOF. I would like turn this over to Charlie. 

CS: In the JAG charter, there is a recommendation for different types of representation and I noticed 
there was a spot for traditional ecological knowledge that could speak to tanoak management. In the 
interest of time, I make a motion to draft the letter to the BOF to add a new position for an indigenous 
representative to incorporate traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) perspective into the JAG. 

GH: Is there any discussion on this? 



JA: Charlie, given our charter do we have to go to BOF? 

CS: Yes, the BOF must make the changes to the JAG charter. 

MJ:  Are you adding a seat or are we changing the description? 

CS: The positions listed in the JAG charter are just recommendations. Currently there are examples listed 
for different positions. My thinking on this was that if someone was looking at the JAG charter—and had 
an indigenous perspective—they would not see their viewpoint represented on the JAG. This doesn’t 
add any more to the existing 13 seats. 

AW: There is no direction in the JAG charter to have this particular viewpoint represented. But having it 
listed as an example in the current charter is a reminder for us that it would be important to find 
somebody with this particular perspective. 

CS: That is not to say this perspective couldn’t already be represented on the JAG. It is specifically 
advertising this perspective as a seat on the JAG.  

 

 

 

 

 

GH: All in favor say “Aye”. Any opposed? (silence). The motion carries. Charlie will write the letter and 
circulate it among the JAG. I will sign it. 

Access issue for the public to participate in JAG field trips 

LP: I talked with several people that did not have high-clearance vehicles but were interested in 
attending this field trip. It needs to be put out the public, but there needs to be a way to improve the 
accessibility for people who would like to attend the fieldtrips but don’t have a high clearance vehicle. 

Meeting adjourned 1540 hrs. 

 

 
 

Propose the JAG write the letter to the BOF recommending they add a new 
position for an indigenous representative to incorporate TEK perspective to the 
JAG. Motion to approve by Charlie Schneider and second by Amy Wynn 
Yes:  Unanimous 
Yes, with Comment(s):  N/A 
No:  N/A 
Other:  
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